ing. These results provide further support for the idea that a Netrin-1-independent activity is important for guidance to the floor plate in vivo.
The identification of the missing floor plate attractant relied on the rationale that this factor should possess two key characteristics: it should be expressed in the floor plate, and should be capable of diffusing to form a long-range gradient. These criteria led to consideration of Shh. As a first test, Shh was investigated for its ability to mimic the in vitro activity of Netrin-1-deficient floor plates. Shh appeared to fulfill this criterion, since it induced turning of commissural axons within spinal cord explants, but did not induce commissural axon outgrowth into collagen. To interpret this result, it was essential to determine whether the turning of axons within an explant toward Shh-expressing cells was due to a direct chemoattractant activity, or whether Shh was causing turning indirectly by repatterning the explant. Although several markers of ventral cell fate could be In axon guidance or other types of chemotaxis, positive there is experimental evidence for this (reviewed in Gurfeedback loops are presumed to act locally to promote don and Bourillot, 2001). In contrast, chemotactic regrowth in one region, while negative feedback would sponses seem to be extremely insensitive to absolute act laterally, repressing growth elsewhere (Figure 2 ). An concentration, and are instead thought to involve deadditional slow negative feedback loop may be required, tecting a gradient of concentration across the cell or so that the cell is not permanently locked into a single growth cone. Moreover, converting a specific morphochoice of direction (Meinhardt and Gierer, 2000). While gen concentration into the appropriate cell fate is generthe molecular basis for these regulatory loops are not ally thought to occur at the level of transcription. In yet well understood in guidance, it has been proposed contrast, converting a concentration gradient into directhat Rho family GTPases and PIP3 may play key roles tional movement is clearly a cytoplasmic process.
(Weiner, 2002). Despite these differences, there are likely to be some common underlying principles in the interpretation of
Interestingly, it appears that some of the same signal- 
